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Everything you need to know about    

	Implementing the new XML features in Spreadsheet Portals and Web Services
	Auditing spreadsheets provided by third parties
	Making spreadsheets accessible to individuals with disabilities
	Performing spreadsheet makeovers
	Constructing large, complex spreadsheets that are efficiently designed and easily maintained
	Quantifying uncertainty and incorporating "fuzzy" numbers in financial analysis
	Moving and managing mountains of data with competence and efficiency


What do your spreadsheets have to say about your business?    

In a corporate climate tainted by high-profile accounting issues, the answer to that question is paramount. This book empowers you to create, manage, and validate spreadsheets that will stand up to scrutiny and provide a clear and accurate picture of your enterprise. It shows you how to examine your work for hidden flaws, preserve the integrity of inherited spreadsheets while improving their clarity, and apply specific techniques to achieve results. If you need practical techniques you can use today, you’ll find them here.    

"Excel Best Practices for Business is a "must-read" for today's busy professionals working with quantitative information." 
    –Tom Inman, Vice-President, WebSphere Foundation & Tools; IBM Software Group    

CD-ROM Includes    

	A selection of "Quick ’n’ Easy Take-Aways"– sample components and spreadsheets that can be quickly and easily modified to meet various business needs
	Mathematica Version 5 evaluation


About the Author

Loren Abdulezer  is CEO of Evolving Technologies Corporation and an IT professional who has assisted several Fortune 500 companies. He has worked with MIS/Web reporting and Internet security for a major financial firm, where he played a significant role in implementing a public key infrastructure/smart card initiative.
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Neurofitness: A Brain Surgeon’s Secrets to Boost Performance and Unleash CreativityMariner Books, 2019

	From the operating room, where he performs some of the riskiest surgeries around, to the lab, where he works on leading clinical trials, Dr. Rahul Jandial is on the cutting edge of the latest advancements in neuroscience. This fascinating book draws on Dr. Jandial’s broad-spectrum expertise and brings together the best of various...
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When You're Expecting Twins, Triplets, or Quads, Revised Edition: Proven Guidelines for a Healthy Multiple PregnancyHarper Perennial, 2004

	A Clinically Proven Program for Women Pregnant with Multiples


	Completely Updated, with 50 Recipes for Optimal Birth Weight


	You're expecting more than one baby? Congratulations! In When You're Expecting Twins, Triplets, or Quads, Dr. Barbara Luke's practical, nutrition-based program has been proven to...
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Beginning C: From Novice to Professional, Fourth EditionApress, 2006
With Beginning C: From Novice to Professional, Fourth Edition, you'll come to understand the fundamentals of the C language and learn how to program. All you need is this book and any one of the widely available free or commercial C or C++ compilers--and you'll soon be writing real C programs. You'll learn C from the first principles,...
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Google Search & Rescue For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2005
Be amazed at all the ways Google's at your service!
Here's how to find your way through all the information Google offers     

More than a search engine, Google has become a lifestyle. This book introduces you to the rest of the Google family — valuable tools such as Google Maps, Google Video, Google Earth, Google Scholar, and...
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Introduction to Logistics Systems ManagementJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Introduction to Logistics Systems Management is the fully revised and enhanced version of the 2004 prize-winning textbook Introduction to Logistics Systems Planning and Control, used in universities around the world.


	This textbook offers an introduction to the methodological aspects of logistics systems management and...
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Managing Virtual Teams: Getting the Most from Wikis, Blogs, and Other Collaborative ToolsWordware Publishing, 2007
Virtual collaborative team environments face unique challenges because their communication is not face-to-face. Managing Virtual Teams: Getting the Most from Wikis, Blogs, and Other Collaborative Tools provides practical advice for managers of distributed teams who must design the internal systems and meet deadlines with a diverse team, and for...
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